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Solubility and size of polymer nanoparticles 

Todd Cowen,*
a
 Kal Karim

 a
 and Sergey A. Piletsky

 a 

The solubility of polymer nanoparticles is a complex phenomenon dependent on solvent-solute and solute-solute 

interactions. Contrary to phase separation in standard polymerization reactions, which is well established research area, 

the relationship between the solubility of polymer nanoparticles and the resulting diameter of the nanoparticles has been 

largely overlooked. Herein we demonstrate that the absolute size of polymer nanoparticles can be predicted (and 

controlled) by varying the relevant parameters of the polymerization conditions that influence the solubility and Flory 

parameter, χs,p. The position of the spinodal, associated with a given χs,p equivalent and determined with a simple 

thermodynamic model, allows an absolute value, Δχspinodal, to be applied in predicting polymer dimensions. The 

hydrodynamic diameter of particles at the primarily observed fraction was found to be dependent on D(nm) = -74Δχspinodal 

+ 367 nm, where Δχspinodal must be positive for successful separation. Variation with total polymer fraction over a limited 

range can also be observed to follow a trend of approximately D(nm) = 173ln[(xN)210-36/Δχspinodal] – 193 nm, thus giving a 

more general description of polymerization. We also assert the importance of separating spinodal-character phase 

separation from binodal-character phase separation in polymer nanoparticle synthesis. To the best of our knowledge this 

is the first successful Flory-Huggins based thermodynamic model of polymer nanoparticles, and should provide a useful 

guide to predictive design of future nanomaterials.

Introduction 

 

Solubility is often referenced in simplistic absolute terms, a 

given particle being referred to as ‘soluble’ or ‘insoluble’ in a 

given solvent. Solubility however exists as a spectrum, and will 

dependent on the strength of interactions between particles. 

In common solution theory, an approximation can be made 

that the closer in chemical nature the two components, the 

more readily the two will mix to form a single phase. This is 

obvious from the example of dissolving a liquid in that same 

liquid; water mixed into water makes water.   

The cohesive energy of a material is the total potential energy 

of intermolecular interaction between components of that 

materials, given relative to the (negligible) intermolecular 

potential energy of the vaporized material.
1,2

 The cohesive 

energy density (the cohesive energy per volume of material) is 

proportional to the enthalpy of vaporization for many common 

applications.
3
 Considering the above example of water added 

to water, the energy required for intermolecular bond 

breaking, to accommodate the additional water, will be equal 

to the energy released on bond formation, and the total 

energy change between the individual molecules is zero. 

With different materials, as with a solute and solvent, the 

cohesive energy of each will be different, as will the energy 

released on bonding between solute and solvent relative to 

that of solvent-solvent and solute-solute interactions. In this 

context it is more useful to consider each component as having 

a solubility parameter, δ, equal to the square root of the 

cohesive energy, with the solubility of one substance in 

another being inversely proportional to the difference in 

solubility parameter: ‘like dissolves like’, due to the similarities 

of the interactions.
1,2,4,5

 

During the process of a chemical reaction the solubility of the 

solutes changes from that of the reactants to that of the 

product; in polymerization this change may be large, but it is 

the result of many small changes in solubility associated with 

forming the polymer. In the case of polymer nanoparticles, this 

basis has many consequences which have not been examined 

in detail previously, most importantly in the control of 

nanoparticle diameter.  

This control of dimensions and other properties will be of 

particular importance to those developing nanoparticles for 

drug delivery and diagnostics, an area that has attracted 

substantial interest.
6-12

 Increased attention to the specifics of 

nanoparticle efficacy, toxicity and preparation for in vivo 

applications are more recent however, an obviously 

encouraging shift being observable from plausibility to 

practicality.
13-15

 Cellular uptake of nanoparticles, their systemic 

circulation and excretion, depend on the particles physical 

structure and chemical composition. The dimensions of 

nanoparticles intended for biological application is particularly 
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important influencing, particle diameter being inversely 

proportional to cellular uptake, but also toxicity and 

nonspecific cellular absorption.
16,17

 

The optimal particle radius for cellular uptake is approximately 

30-50 nm for various types of nanoparticles and cells, smaller 

particles being required to cluster before absorption became 

energetically favorable, while particles larger than 50 nm are 

hindered by the greater time required for membrane 

wrapping.
18-21

 Other examples however show that a greater 

total mass of polymer absorbed is observed for particles of 125 

nm,
22

 and smaller particles cause an increase in reactive 

oxygen species (ROSs) generation, toxicity and cell death.
22,23

 

This is likely related to the greater surface area associated with 

having a large number of smaller particles. Regardless, an 

upper limit of 200 nm has been suggested for particles applied 

in vivo to allow effective removal from the circulatory system 

and avoid accumulation in the spleen.
10,14,24,25

 Doubtless the 

preferred particle diameter will vary with the application, but 

an effective basis for the control of dimensions is necessary to 

appropriately respond to such requirements. 

The general trends between the diameter of polymer 

nanoparticles and solubility of polymer components in a 

particular solvent during their synthesis has been noted 

previously, but in the absence of thermodynamic 

considerations predictive design of nanoparticles has so far 

was unsuccessful.
26-29

 Herein we develop a particle model of 

classical Flory-Huggins theory (FHT) and demonstrate the 

significance of the spinodal condition in synthesis of 

nanoparticles. This model allows prediction and most 

importantly control of dimensions of synthesized polymer 

nanoparticles providing a relationship between polymer 

dimensions, system fraction and solvent interactions. 

 

Experimental 

Materials and methods 

The reaction conditions used here are adapted from that 

which has been widely used in the preparation of polymer 

nanoparticles.
30

 N-isopropylacrylamide (NiPAm), N,N′-

methylenebis(acrylamide) (Bis), ammonium persulfate (APS) 

and N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, N-tert-butylacrylamide (TBAm) 

and acrylic acid (AAc) from Acros and streptomycin sulfate 

from Amresco. Peak mean hydrodynamic diameters were 

analyzed by DLS using a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern). The 

collected DLS data are given in the Appendices. 

 

Synthesis 

NiPAm (19.5 mg, 0.193 mmol), TBAm (16.5 mg, 0.143 mmol), 

Bis (1 mg, 6.486 μmol) and AAc (1.1 μl, 16.02 μmol) were 

dissolved with or without the nucleant streptomycin sulfate 

(2.4 mg, 3.245 μmol). Solvents were varied by percentage 

volume in 5 % increments, giving solvents 100 %-50 % water 

with the remainder the relevant solvent. Nitrogen was passed 

through each solution for 25 minutes before initiation with an 

aqueous solution of APS (15 mg, 65.73 μmol) and TEMED (15 

μl, 0.100 mmol). Each mixture was then topped to 50 ml total 

volume to give the appropriate solvent ratio and briefly 

degassed again with nitrogen before being left to incubate for 

approximately 22 hours.
31

 The reactions were quenched by 

passing oxygen gas through each flask for 25 minutes. 

Variations on this composition involved scaling all components 

by a common value. 

Particle hydrodynamic diameters were analyzed by DLS, the 

appropriate density, viscosity and refractive index for each 

solvent mixture was calibrated using previously published 

empirical data.
32-35

 For DLS analysis all data for each conditions 

was combined and ordered by polydispersity index (PdI); 

measurements with count rate values (kcps) below 1000 being 

rejected. The majority of measurements used in the final 

analysis displayed a polydispersity index below 0.06 

(difficulties obtaining low-PdI, high-count measurements with 

water and water-methanol mixtures required a greater 

tolerance). 

Results and discussion 

Solubility parameters 

Existing literature data and preliminary experiments suggested 

that the relative solubility of nanoparticles may correlate with 

diameter, and that the solubility may be approximated with 

the use of solubility parameter theory. A molecule may be 

described in terms of three intermolecular interaction 

components: dispersive forces, δd, polarity, δp, and hydrogen 

bonding, δh. Combined together these values give the 

solubility parameter of the substance, δ, representing the 

coordinates of the material’s solubility in terms of δd, δp and 

δh. The three interaction components can be obtained directly 

from the literature for common materials or calculated based 

on group contribution, in which values for the molecule are 

approximated based on the number of methyl, methanediyl, 

methylene, etc. groups. Here this approach is used to build a 

minimum statistical polymer unit (MSPU), the cross-linked 

equivalent of the repeat unit based on the initial monomer 

ratio, the number of each chemical group calculated from the 

number of that group in the initial monomer composition 

(accounting for the structure post-polymerization).
36

 Group 

contribution tables vary with the method of treatment, and 

likely the two most accurate methods are those of Hoftyer-Van 

Krevelen and Hoy.
37

 After some initial analysis, the Hoy 

method was found to be more appropriate for the materials 

studied.  

Hoy’s system begins with group contributions for Ft, the molar 

attraction function (the cohesive energy per volume), Fp, the 

polar component of the molar attraction function, V, the molar 

volume of the MSPU, and ΔT
(P)

, a correction for non-ideality.
37

 

Each is calculated from the sum of the values given for each 

group i present in the MSPU: �� = ∑ ����,��            Eq. 1a 

�� = ∑ ����,��            Eq. 1b 
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	 = ∑ ��	��             Eq. 1c 

∆�()= ∑ ��∆�,�()�           Eq. 1d 

There are also two auxiliary equations for polymers, α
(P)

 = 

777ΔT
(P)

/V and n ‾ = 0.5/ΔT
(P)

, and the base value B = 277. The 

expressions for the solubility parameter components are then 

given in Equations 2a-d:
38

 �� = ����/���             Eq. 2a 

�� = �� � �
�(�)

������/���
��        Eq. 2b 

� = �� !�(�)"��(�) #
��
          Eq. 2c 

�$ = %��& − ��& − � &(��        Eq. 2d 

 

These solubility parameter components can then be used to 

determine the relative solubility of the substance in another 

substance by the principle that ‘like dissolves like’ with 

Equation 3: ∆� = �%�$,� − �$,)(& + %��,� − ��,)(& +
%� ,� − � ,)(&�

��            

 Eq. 3 

Or often +),� = �4%�$,� − �$,)(& + %��,� − ��,)(& +
%� ,� − � ,)(&�

��
            

 Eq. 4 

Where Rs,p is a modified form of Δδ representing the ‘distance’ 

between the solubilities of two substances when plotted in 

three dimensions, with the constant 4 more accurately 

representing the dispersion forces.
39

 

A greater value of Δδ or Rs,p therefore indicates reduced 

affinity of the solute for the solvent, which in the example of 

precipitation polymerization is equivalent to smaller particles. 

A further modification includes the introduction of the Flory 

interaction parameter, χs,p, which can be approximated using 

Equation 5: 

-),� = �
./� !0),� − �

& %0�,� + 0),)(# = �121,��2�  Eq. 5 

The Flory parameter is therefore a measure of the relative 

affinity of the polymer unit to the solvent, with smaller values 

indicating greater εp,s interactions, and so increased 

preference for miscibility. χs,p can also be used in 

approximations of the system’s entropy and Gibbs free energy, 

making it useful for further theoretical development. 

The data in Table 1 shows calculated values of Rs,p (‘distance in 

solubility’),  χs,p and measured hydrodynamic diameters of 

polymer nanoparticles synthesized in solution of water and 

tetrahydrofuran mixed in different ratios. Nanoparticles were 

prepared based on a protocol used in the synthesis of 

polymers tested in vivo.
30,40,41

 Values of Vs, δd, δp, and δh for 

these mixtures were calculated from known values of pure 

solvents using the equation: δi,j = Σ ϕi δi,j. From results 

obtained it can be concluded that only the Flory parameter 

yields successful prediction of fluctuation of diameter of 

polymer nanoparticles prepared in solution of different 

polarity. 

 

Table 1 Relationship between solubility parameter 

components, Rs,p, χs,p, and observed hydrodynamic diameter of 

polymer nanoparticles. Only χs,p is seen to effectively predict 

the initial reduction in polymer diameter with increasing THF 

content. 

 

Water 

vol% of 

solvent 

Vs,  

cm
3
 mol

-1 
Rs,p χs,p 

Diameter, 

nm 

100 18.00 32.242 7.5526 209 ± 4 

95 21.19 30.470 7.941 196 ± 19 

90 24.37 28.700 8.102 178 ± 9 

85 27.56 26.936 8.071 163 ± 18 

80 30.74 25.175 7.864 190 ± 16 

75 33.93 23.421 7.512 223 ± 13 

70 37.11 21.675 7.037 280 ± 34 

65 40.30 19.936 6.465 297 ± 12 

60 43.48 18.213 5.821 335 

 

 

A simple model for calculation of Gibbs energy of mixing polymers 

and solvents 

In FHT the thermodynamics of mixing is constructed so as to 

account for the many configurations that a polymer chain may 

take. The polymeric particles formed here however can be 

better represented by spheres, interchangeable by rotation, 

and with each other. This requires an alternative model, but 

the general methodology and terminology of Flory will be 

followed. 

The system is assumed to be a 3D lattice of cells, each cell 

being the volume of the MSPU, with solvents being 

represented as clusters of individual molecules amounting to 

the volume of one cell.
42

 The total volume is given by n0, total 

number of polymer particles by N, total number of MSPU units 

per particle (used in analogy to both the polymer volume and 

degree of polymerization) being x, and the total number of 

solvent clusters being given by n; thus n0 = n + xN.  

A simple model of the entropy of mixing can be applied, as 

given in Equation 6: ∆34 = −5� 6� ln � ��9� + : ln �;<= �>   Eq. 6 

Where v is the volume that can be occupied by the central 

MSPU of the particle: 

? = �@ − �A;BC�
�D 6%F�@D (&       Eq. 7 
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The enthalpy of mixing is then given as the product of the 

volume fractions and a constant of interaction, expressed here 

as the Flory parameter.
43,44

 In the particle model only the 

surface area of the polymer can interact with the solvent, and 

so only this is included: ∆G4 = 5�HI)J-),�         Eq. 8 

Where ϕs is the volume fraction of the solvent, (n0 – Nx)/n0, 

and the total area of all polymer material A is given by 

Equation 9: 

J = :K�D(6L)�D          Eq. 9 

The expression for ΔHm here is therefore equal to a constant of 

polymer unit–solvent interaction (χs,p, here describing the 

interaction of the cell-cell interactions) scaled according to the 

rate of occurrence, accounting for the lack of interaction 

between solvent and polymer units within the polymeric 

sphere (χs,p between identical substances is defined as zero, as 

described previously). Combining these equations therefore 

gives a simple model for the Gibbs free energy of mixing:  ∆M4 = 5�H 6I)J-),� + � ln � ��9� + : ln �;<= 	�> Eq. 10 

For these calculations it will be assumed that the conversion of 

monomer to polymer is 100 % and that the volume fraction 

occupied by the polymer is equal to that occupied by the 

reagents. 

 

Spinodal and binodal phase separation 

The relationship described between χs,p and particle diameter 

is also dependent on a minimal value for χs,p for successful 

synthesis. Empirical investigation combined with the 

thermodynamic model outlined previously gives some insight 

into the basis of this minimal χs,p, by approximating ΔGm values 

and thus predicting phase separation behavior. Phase 

separation from polymer solutions may occur by either 

nucleation and growth, if the system is meta-stable, or 

spinodal decomposition if the system is unstable.45 In a system 

of two miscible components, the spinodal is typically defined 

by the condition below, in terms of the volume fraction ϕp, 

where ϕp = xN/n0:46,47 

!O�∆PQOR�� #,� = SO�∆PQO�TUV9�
�W

,�
= 0    Eq. 11 

This inflection represents the point of spontaneous phase 

separation or spinodal decomposition, as the homogenous 

mixture reaches its limit of stability. The spinodal or spinodal 

curve can be observed relatively easy as it is the point beyond 

which a homogeneous phase will separate into two distinct 

phases, and in the case of polymer nanoparticle synthesis, 

precipitation occurs. Small droplets of polymer spontaneously 

separate from the solvent throughout the system, acting as 

nucleation sites, and the polymers are grown from the 

solution.
48

 At higher concentrations spinodal decomposition 

produces membrane-like structures, the individual fibers of 

which rapidly expand to reduce the surface area of the new 

phase.
44

 

The full spinodal is typically determined by measuring the 

tangent points at various temperatures, the combination of 

which gives the spinodal curve. Observation of different values 

of calculated χs,p are however practically equivalent to 

observation of different temperatures, and are also commonly 

used.
37,49

 Phase separation will occur for any value of ϕp 

between the tangent points, above the low-ϕp ΔGm minimum 

and the high-ϕp, ΔGm minimum.
37

 Below a particular value of 

χs,p no local low-ϕp is present (i.e. the affinity for the solvent is 

sufficiently high) and no separation occurs. As χs,p is reduced 

the tangents point become closer until they meet at the critical 

temperature (Tc) or critical Flory parameter (χc), representing 

the critical point. 

Under conditions other those of the critical point, the spinodal 

represents the boundary between that of phase separation 

and a region of homogeneous metastability. The metastable 

region is found beyond the point of equilibrium, the function 

referred to as the binodal, described by Equation 12:
44

 

SO∆PQ�TUV9�
Y 

O�TUV9�
W
,�

= SO∆PQ�TUV9�
YY

O�TUV9�
W
,�

    Eq. 12 

Where prime and double prime refer to the two phases of the 

mixture, the binodal thus representing the point of equilibrium 

between two phases as a typical phase diagram, while the 

spinodal shows the limit of stability. At χc, the binodal and 

spinodal are equivalent, and the point at which the second 

phase is favored is the same as that at which the existing 

system becomes unstable. 

Phase separation from a homogeneous system in the 

metastable region beyond the binodal requires spontaneous 

phase separation of small droplets, followed by their growth 

by diffusion. The growth of the droplets proceeds readily by 

diffusion as the equilibrium point (Equation 12), i.e. the 

binodal has already been passed, but the point of stability 

(Equation 11), the spinodal, has not.47 In the metastable state 

therefore, an energy barrier to phase separation must be 

overcome in order to induce precipitation from a 

homogeneous mixture, and in the event of such phase 

separation being induced, the resulting particles are formed 

extremely slowly and with high polydispersity.44 In addition to 

this, random phase separation from a homogeneous mixture is 

associated with a quantity of work proportional to the volume 

of the new phase, with a minimum size requirement for 

energetically favorable development of the emerging phase.50 

In a nucleated systems however, phase separation occurs via 

the equilibration of the growing polymers with the existing 

nucleant separate phase. As the early polymer develops the 

character of the MSPU, the affinity of the oligomers for the 

solvent decreases as it approaches χs,p. In the presence of a 

suitable nucleant the equilibrium between the solvated state 

and complexed state shifts as the reaction proceeds, the 

equilibrium point between these being the binodal. Beyond 

the binodal in the metastable region, the nucleant is favored 

as a local fluctuation in ΔGm and polymerization proceeds from 
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these sites. The specific system used in the experiments 

described was designed in such a way that the monomer 

would interact strongly with the nucleant, encouraging early 

binodal phase separation. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Gibbs energy of mixing over several polymer fractions 

with different Flory parameters; ∂ΔGm/∂xN is observed to 

increase with greater χs,p as the lower approaches the 

inflection. 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship between ΔGm and χs,p 

over a short range of xN, the lower value of χs,p giving a 

reduced ∂ΔGm/∂xN as the inflection point spinodal is 

approached for polymers synthesized in the absence of 

nucleant.  At the peak of each ΔGm curve polymer synthesis 

was unsuccessful, as would be expected from reaching the 

spinodal. The coordinate χs,p = 5.821: xN = 3.026 × 10
18

 is a 

suspected spinodal phase boundary based on success in 

polymerization at all greater values of χs,p at the given xN, and 

greater xN at the given χs,p, with consistent failure in 

polymerization with lower values; low concentrations of 

polydisperse polymer was found at the boundary. Due to the 

binodal being below the spinodal, polymers were formed in 

the presence of a nucleant at values of χs,p below those where 

unnucleated synthesis was unsuccessful. 

The mechanisms required for system transition from single 

phase to two phases across the spinodal are different to those 

occurring during phase separation in the metastable region 

beyond the binodal, the mechanisms of the latter resembling 

those of crystallization.
43

 This is an important addition as it 

suggests that polymers formed in the presence of a nucleant 

are fundamentally different from those without, and that 

regular arrangements representing the most energetically 

favorable interactions of monomers or oligomers around the 

seed compound may be found in the former. In the absence of 

detailed analysis of many different polymeric systems however 

this remains speculative. In the next section the practical value 

of finding the spinodal and binodal will be addressed. 

 

The predictive capacity of Δχ 

The spinodal and binodal on a χs,p(xN) plot represents the 

minimal χs,p required to induce phase separation at a given 

value of xN (total polymer content). The spinodal χs,p (from 

here χspinodal) is that required for spinodal character phase 

separation (unnucleated polymerization), and the binodal χs,p 

(χbinodal) that required for binodal character phase separation 

(nucleated polymerization). 

As previously discussed, χspinodal was determined to be 

approximately 5.8 at xN = 3.026 × 1018. Unsuccessful 

polymerization at xN = 4.323 × 1018 (standard) with χs,p = 5.131 

suggests that this value of xN, χspinodal is approximately 5.5. 

Taking this, a term Δχspinodal = χs,p – χspinodal can be calculated, 

and a plot vs. nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter gives an 

approximately linear relationship D(nm) = -74Δχspinodal + 367 

nm (Figure 2). 

Fig. 2 The relationship between particle hydrodynamic 

diameter and Δχspinodal, where Δχspinodal = χs,p – χspinodal. At this 

xN, D(nm) = -74Δχspinodal + 367 nm. 

 

Repetition with alternative solvent validates this equation as a 

general trend at the given value of xN: water-methanol 

systems equivalent to Δχspinodal 1.965 (235 nm (predicted 222 

nm)) and 1.721 (260 nm (predicted 240 nm)) demonstrating 

relatively good correlation despite problems often 

encountered with methanol in polymer synthesis. Successful 

spinodal-character polymerization also requires Δχspinodal to be 

greater than zero, but the relationship given will be erased by 

the presence of nucleants, due the equivalent Δχbinodal then 

being dominant. This was demonstrated by successful 

polymerization in the presence of a streptomycin nucleant at a 

Δχspinodal value of -1.083, far below the value where 

unnucleated attempts were successful (Appendix 2). An 

overview of the model is given in Figure 3 and the Table of 

Contents graphic. 
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Fig. 3 Insolubility of developing particle over time, x/N and 

final particle diameter. The particle grows until it reaches χs,p, 

the plateau of the sigmoid curve of insolubility. Separation 

occurs at the spinodal or from the binodal. The shape of the 

sigmoid curve, and thus the nanoparticle diameter, depends 

on Δχ (the position of χs,p relative to the spinodal or binodal) . 

 

The equation given above for Δχspinodal however will not hold 

for values of xN other than that given (4.323 × 1018). Simple 

analysis with the data collected previously with variation in xN 

for analysis of the Gibbs energy however gives a possible 

relationship. With the assumption that the trend in χspinodal 

continues linearly as it does from xN = 3.026 × 10
18

 to xN = 

4.323 × 10
18

, through to xN = 5.620 × 10
18

, the plot of particle 

hydrodynamic diameter as a function of (xN)
2
/Δχspinodal is given 

in Figure 4; the trend shown can be approximated to D(nm) = 

173ln[(xN)
2
10

-36
/Δχspinodal] – 193 nm. 

Fig. 4 The relationship between particle diameter, fraction 

(expressed in values of xN) and Δχspinodal. The trend line shown 

is given by the equation in the Figure, but can be 

approximated to D(nm) = 173ln[(xN)
2
10

-36
/Δχspinodal] – 193 nm. 

 

Further experiments are required however to fully determine 

the relationship beyond the relatively narrow range within 

which xN was varied. An additional point of further work 

centers on Δχbinodal. While inducing binodal-character phase 

separation of polymer nanoparticles is relatively simple by 

comparison (indeed often difficult to avoid entirely due the 

presence of contaminant) due to the lower value of χbinodal 

permitting a wider range of reaction conditions, generating 

relevant experimental data that helps with producing any 

consistent model of binodal-character phase separation will 

inherently be much more difficult than that associated with 

the spinodal. As Equation 12 shows, the position of the binodal 

is dependent on the relative affinity of the MSPU for the 

nucleant and the solvent. The relationship between polymer 

and solvent given by χs,p then becomes irrelevant unless it is 

accompanied by an additional term expressing the interaction 

between polymer and nucleant, a relationship which can less 

easily be expressed with typical solubility parameters. 

Additionally, as the nucleant acts as a local fluctuation in the 

Gibbs energy in the profile of the system which the developing 

polymer may adsorb into, the solubility of the nucleant will 

also need to be included in any effective model of binodal-

character phase separation. 

Conclusions 

The relationship between polymer nanoparticle diameter and 

solubility has been established for phase separation at the 

spinodal in unnucleated particles, being dependent on the 

value of Δχspinodal. Increasing values of Δχspinodal correlate with 

decreasing particle dimensions for Δχspinodal greater than zero. 

Within some range this trend can also be extended to different 

polymer fractions, correlating with (xN)
2
/Δχspinodal. As control of 

nanoparticle dimensions is essential for applications in vivo 

this model should prove very useful to researchers in the field.  

Particle synthesis with Δχspinodal < 0 is associated with nucleated 

separation within the metastable region between the binodal 

and spinodal. The synthetic mechanisms of binodal character 

and spinodal character separation are therefore largely 

incomparable and further analysis of the equivalent Δχbinodal is 

required, the regularity of the nucleated particle core and total 

size being dependent on monomer/polymer-nucleant 

interactions beyond the equilibrium binodal. Further studies 

with electron microscopy are also required to analyse the 

shape of the nanoparticles and corroborate the observed 

relationships in size. To the best of our knowledge however 

this is the first successful Flory-Huggins based thermodynamic 

model of polymer nanoparticles, and should provide a useful 

guide to predictive design of future nanomaterials. 
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